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The New Designers exhibition showcases the best and brightest of creative arts graduates for
the year. Universities around the country show work completed by their students as part of their
degrees. There are two shows and I was lucky enough to visit Part One.

The work I saw could broadly be split into three categories, printed textiles, stitched textiles and
illustration-related work.

Starting with printed textiles, the standards of design were excellent and a few students who
stood out were Izzy Dryburgh (below left), Jessica Picard (centre) and Rebekah Hutchinson
(right). I spent some time talking to Rebekah, as the pieces she produced were UV printed,
which was something I hadn’t come across before. UV printing still prints ink onto the substrate
but instead of the solvents containing the ink evaporating to dry it, the inks are dried by a photo-
mechanical process (by heating with UV light). It allows printing onto non-porous surfaces such
as plastic and colour quality is maintained as the inks don't soak onto the surface so much. It
seemed a popular method of printing at the show.

There were some great examples of stitched textiles and the work on display was of a very high
quality. The stitched work always appeals more, with more thought and work going into the
finished product

Kathryn Seymour’s knitted plant pots were outstanding. She created these by knitting with wire,
using puff binder to create texture. It was fresh, innovative and a fantastic way of adapting a
technique into something that could be developed commercially and appreciated by people
looking for that extra something for the garden.
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Kathryn Seymour’s knitted plant pots

Health Colvin’s inspiration was a family story about her great-grandfather, who had been ship-
wrecked in Terra del Fuego, South America, and helped by a local tribe. Painstaking stitching
revealed this and other stitched pieces linked in with it (photo below left). Her work area had
been dressed with photos and ephemera to create an eye-catching background.

Holly Davies’ three-dimensional wildlife pieces in glass domes (below right) captured a child-like
fascination with the garden at ground level, showing the life held within of butterflies, snails,
flowers and grass crowded together and existing in harmony. Stitched tape reflected the idyllic
memories of childhood.
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Gemma Hunter’s display featured wallpapers and she showed me some of her sketchbooks
(below). These were really exciting as she experimented with stitching, heat manipulated
synthetics and the layering of her pages.

Other work included Julie Heaton's amazing machine
embroidery (right), stitched classroom books by Mary Hall
(below left) and Emma Tigchelaar’s stitched barber-shop
ties (below right).
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Further outstanding pieces included illustrator, Lois Downs, from Herriot Watt University, whose
work really stood out displayed on scarves (below left), ceramics and an illustration book.
Megan Dodds’ Little Homes (below middle) were pieces of perspex printed and etched, and
laser-cut wooden houses that could all be layered up to create different pictures. From One
Year On, Hayley Beckley's printed collars were exquisite (below right).

It was a really enjoyable show, featuring work of an incredibly high standard and I was able to
see a fantastic array of different styles and innovative approaches.

Shoes: Pleasure and Pain
V&A Museum, London
Until 31 January 2016

The new exhibition at the Victoria & Albert Museum looks at the history of shoes through the
ages and the connotations they have traditionally been associated with – money, power, status,
sex (plus a few others).
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I read the show catalogue before going, so I had a good overview of what it was all about.
However, nothing beats an exhibition in the flesh, and it was great to be there and see some of
the shoes that I had seen on paper (and in film and television). One of the first shoes to greet
you as you enter is the Glass Slipper from the 2015 film 'Cinderella', made of Swarzovski
crystals - absolutely beautiful.

The exhibition is divided into three main themes: Transformation, Status and Seduction and
glass cases of shoes are grouped according to how they fit into each of these.

Transformation starts with Fairytales such as 'The Red Shoes' (shoes that help you fulfil your
dreams, although that film doesn’t end well for Victoria Page!) or 'Cinderella' (the shoe is the
key to a life transformed). From our earliest experiences with classic stories and texts, so many
of the morals turn out to be linked to the possession of shoes.

Moving on from that, there are ‘jewels for the feet’ with shoes that have been worn to
communicate the wearer’s social status through opulence, decoration and bold colours. What is
interesting is that, with the exhibition organised in this way, you have a cross-section of time
contained in each display case. You see a pair of Mary Quant’s Yellow Ankle Boots next to 19th
Century men’s military boots. It shows that the common themes exist, regardless of their place
in history, and that vanity, expressions of wealth and the dedicated following of fashion has
existed for centuries. Social status has often been communicated by the height of heels and
there are vertiginous heels on display. They are not all contemporary either - the pedestal
Chopines of the late 15th Century could be up to 54 cm high and the bath clogs of the Ottoman
Empire were beautifully decorated but so tall that you can’t imagine trying to walk in them.

In contrast, the minute Lotus shoes made for Chinese women with bound feet are around 6
inches long. These beautifully embroidered, tiny shoes were associated with status and female
sexuality. The mind boggles at the challenges of movement that these women would have
faced. Toes were folded back and the feet bound, making walking possible by transferring the
weight onto the heels

The longest queue seemed to be to view the fetish shoes. Thigh-high boots, elaborately
decorated long leather boots and shoes developed by David Lynch, all contributed to the wilder
side of footwear.
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Many displays contained shoes from V&A collections and although you weren’t allowed to take
photos, you can view these collections online via the V&A website. There were some beautiful
velvet mules from 1650-70 couched with raised gold thread, which reminded me of the
embroidery of Michele Carragher, our Celebrity Interview in this issue. Further, there were many
shoe designers from the 20th Century. From the amazingly detailed work of Roger Vivier for
Christian Dior (above), who created shoes for the fabulously wealthy and Salvatore Ferragamo
who made many shoes for Hollywood films and their stars. On display was the work of H & M
Rayne (who has its own exhibition, currently at the Fashion and Textile Museum, London),
purveyor of fine shoes in England, who made shoes for The Queen Mother (very modern peep
toe shoes with a platform).

The highlight was the upstairs gallery, which contained a more in-depth look at the mechanics
of shoe-making and design.  Astonishingly, there can be up to 200 stages of creating a hand-
made shoe!
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There were a series of lasts (the wooden moulds around
which shoes are shaped - right) for Paul Newman,
Princess Diana and Dita von Teese. You could look at the
feet of Sir Laurence Olivier (bunions and all) in the outlines
contained in a book from Peal & Co, which also included
Cary Grant, Steve McQueen and John F. Kennedy. The
patterns and cut-outs of Uppers were there, together with
an amazing book from 1725 by Margaretha Helmin which
showed intricate Upper designs. It was fascinating stuff.

The section on modern innovation in shoe design, helped
by 3D printing, and the advent of flat-packed footwear,
where the owner of the shoe takes on a role in the design
when assembling it (Chau Har Lee’s six pieced acrylic
shoes) were intriguing. There were examples of innova-
tions by architects, such a Zaha Hadid’s ‘Nova’ shoes and
Julian Hakes’ ‘Mojito Shoes’, made from a single piece of
carbon fibre which supports the heel and ball of the foot
with nothing in-between.

Not to be missed were the video interviews of five shoe designers – Manolo Blahnik, Sandra
Choi (from Jimmy Choo), Caroline Groves, Marc Hare (of Mr. Hare) and Christian Louboutin.
Blahnik’s interviews were refreshing and amusing, particularly where he dismisses the notion of
a ‘mood board’ (he is being interviewed at the V&A on 6 November which could be a must-see).
Around the screen, there was a semi-circular wall made up of shoeboxes with the labels
cleverly depicting shoes from the collection and their V&A catalogue number. It was these small
touches that made the exhibition feel special. That - and being able to get really close to some
killer Louboutins!

All photos © Victoria and Albert Museum London.


